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Introduction
Voice usage is rising and reducing friction in many
aspects of life, including making news consumption
easier. According to the Reuters Institute 2020 Digital
News Report, voice-activated smart speakers continue
to grow rapidly — usage overall has risen across many
parts of the world with some notable shifts: from 14%
to 19% in the UK, from 7% to 12% in Germany, and 9%
to 13% in South Korea.
There are clear development opportunities for news
publishers to embrace this rapidly expanding area
of audio and voice technology. Reuters enlisted
Modev to conduct a survey, to identify future
challenges and opportunities for the industry and
to inform the strategies for voice technology.
This report summarizes its findings.
Buddhika Amis
Senior Marketing Director
Reuters
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Methodology and sample
Between June and July 2020, Modev promoted the survey via
a push notification during the VOICE Global online event to
all attendees, a link to the survey on the Reuters EXPO Page,
an email to all attendees, and a social media post on Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Facebook.

In terms of the respondents’ country of origin, the top five are:
USA (27%), India (17%), Philippines (12%), UK (5%), and
Pakistan (4%). Over a third of all respondents work in the
technology/electronics sector (34%), and almost one in five
(19%) work in government/education with 14% working in
publishing/news/media.

5%
United
Kingdom

In terms of job title, 45% of all respondents were in senior
manager positions or higher, with 15% in C-suite roles. One in
10 respondents were business owners or partners within their
organization. A high proportion of respondents claimed to be
involved with software development at work (42%), product
planning and design (39%), digital marketing (38%) and artificial
intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML) (36%). (See page 5.)

Technology/Electronics

Government/Education

Publishing/News/Media

34%

19%

14%

Marketing

Finance

Pharmaceuticals/Health

10%

4%

3%

Retail/e-Commerce

Automotive

Travel

2%

2%

1%

Transport/Logistics

Other

1%

9%

27%
United
States

17%
India

4%
Pakistan

12%
Philippines

In which country do you currently reside?

Which of the following best describes your current position?
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Audio/voice tech — a booming sector
The predicted value of the global smart speaker market is forecast
to increase from $1.57 billion in 2017 to $11.79 billion by 2023 according
to MarketsandMarkets. This significant growth is recognized by 84% of
respondents who expect spend on audio/voice tech or content to increase
within their sector in the next 12 months, with 83% agreeing that “The full
potential of audio/voice tech has not yet been exploited.”

The full potential of
audio/voice tech has
not yet been exploited.

The voice and audio content sector is growing at pace to accommodate
the increasing number of consumers accessing content in audio format.
Eighty-six percent of respondents claimed to produce or use audio
content, with almost a quarter involved in audio content on a daily basis
and 55% producing or using content at least once a week.

13%
3%
42

Software Development

Increasing

39

Decreasing

Product Planning & Design

No change

38

Digital Marketing

84%

36

Artiﬁcial Intelligence/Machine Learning
How do you see expenditure on audio/voice tech or content changing in the next 12 months within your sector?
34

Web & Digital Design
34

23%

Content Management

10%

27

11%

Service/Support

11%

19

Audio Production

11%
20

Other

13%

Which of the following best describes your current position?

Daily
About 2-3 times a week
Once a week
2-3 times a month
About once a month
Less than once a month
Never

21%
How often do you produce/use audio content in your work?
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Benefits of voice/audio tech
Convenience, speed, and experience dominate the top benefits
of working with voice/audio tech. Creating a seamless and enjoyable
customer experience is the top scoring advantage among 53% of
respondents, followed by the ability to reach consumers on the move
(52%), speed of delivery (51%), and real-time content (50%). Only 19%
consider “Good ROI” and 16% “Subscription/revenue driver” as the main
benefits of voice/audio tech.

Accountability and measuring ROI has always been a challenge for
marketers (particularly within the digital space) and audio/voice is no
exception, which explains why almost two-thirds of respondents (65%)
agree: “It is difficult to measure ROI for audio/voice content.”

Convenience, speed, and
experience dominate the
top benefits of working
with voice/audio tech.

53

Better customer experience
52

Able to reach customers
whilst on the move
Speed to deliver
news/fresh content
Availability of
real-time content

51
50
49

Enables multi-tasking
47

Increases interaction with content

45

Reduces screen fatigue
42

Can link to actions via Skills
(Open app, add items to list, etc.)

36

Higher user engagement/ﬁnish rate
34

Satisfying need for growing
interest in audio content

34

Relatively inexpensive to produce
25

Strong year-to year growth
19

Good ROI
16

Subscription/revenue driver
In your opinion, what are the main benefits of audio/voice tech? (Please select all that apply)
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Ready-to-publish content most appealing
Turning to familiarity with the larger audio/voice tech content producers, the BBC and Spotify are joint #1 with 55%
with Reuters in third position (42%) and The New York Times (37%) and Associated Press (29%). When choosing an
audio/voice content partner, over half of all respondents selected “multi-platform capacity” (52%) and “availability
of ready-to-use content” (51%) as the most appealing factors. This also supports the high proportion of respondents
involved/interested in ready-to-publish content (73%).

When choosing an audio/voice
content partner, over half of all
respondents selected “multi-platform
capacity” (52%) and “availability of
ready-to-use content” (51%) as the
most appealing factors.

52

Multi-platform capacity
51

Availability of ready-to-use content
48

Access to expertise
45

Discoverability
43

Availablilty and quality
of service/support

40

Access to real-time
and archive content

38

Ease of download/purchase
Ready-to-play content with
the capacity to edit/curate

33

Variety of
formats/assets available

32
30

Competive prices
Variety of
genres covered
Availablity
of raw content

30
28

In your opinion, which of the following makes
an audio/voice tech content provider most
appealing? (Please select all that apply)
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Individuals self-producing most voice/audio

The future of voice/audio
tech content sourcing
may have a reliance with
individuals as opposed to
large organizations.

When it comes to where respondents source their content, 58% claim to produce content themselves,
and 35% use freelancers or contractors. This suggests that the future of voice/audio tech content
sourcing may have a reliance with individuals as opposed to large organizations, although many
may work on behalf of larger operators.

58

Self produce
35

Freelancers
31

Digital media companies
26

Content or production agencies
25

Broadcasters
23

Online audio marketplaces
22

News agencies
19

Podcast companies
7

Other tech companies
Where do you tend to source voice/audio tech content? (Please select all that apply)

Reuters/Thomas White
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High demand for ready-to-publish material
Seventy-three percent of
all respondents claimed to
be involved with/interested
in ready-to-publish
audio/voice content.

Seventy-three percent of all respondents claimed to be involved with/interested in ready-to-publish audio/voice
content (28% are only interested in ready-to-publish, while 45% are interested in both ready-to-publish and raw
format). The preference for both format types provides a balance of ease and speed with the capacity to edit and
curate. Only 14% are only interested in content in raw format.

11%
3%

14%

Raw format
Ready-to-publish

45%

Both Raw format and Ready-to-publish
Other (please specify)
None of the above
28%

Which of the following audio/voice content formats are most applicable to your work?
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Technology dominates content choice
Looking at content preferences, technology is by far the most popular content subject area among 68% of
respondents, with entertainment & lifestyle and general news in joint second position with 42%. Tech content has
high appeal among respondents irrespective of the sector they work in, job position, or areas of responsibility at work.

Looking at content
preferences, technology is
by far the most popular
content subject area.

68%
Technology
42%
Entertainment & Lifestyle
42%
General News
38%
Human Interest
38%
Science
37%
Health
36%
Business & Finance
30%
Environment
24%
Politics
22%
Sports
Which of the following audio/voice content subject areas are you involved/interested in?
(Please select all that apply)

Reuters/Clodagh Kilcoyne
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Conversational AI tops agenda with rise of voice search
When we examine different types of audio content or tech respondents use or produce, almost 4 in 10 (39%) produce
or use conversational AI technology and 37% work with skill/action functionality. In line with the growing popularity
of podcasts, chat/interview podcasts is the third highest type of audio tech respondents use or produce (28%) and
over 1 in 5 respondents (22%) also work with voice search optimization (VSO).

Almost 4 in 10 (39%)
produce or use
conversational AI
technology.

39

Conversational AI Technology
37

Skill/Action Functionality
28

Chat/Interview Podcasts
24

Music
22

Voice Search Optimization
20

Daily News Podcasts
17

Audiobooks
17

Category-Speciﬁc Content
16

Radio/Online Radio
15

Other News Content
Which types of audio content/technology do you produce/ work with?
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Conversational AI tops agenda with rise of voice search, cont.

79% foresee an increase in
voice search optimization.

Looking ahead, 84% of respondents predict an increase in demand for conversational AI tech in the coming 12
months, and 79% foresee an increase in voice search optimization (VSO). Interestingly, VSO ranks #5 for current
usage and moves up to #2 when we look at predicted demand, suggesting that the potential for VSO has not yet
been fully exploited.

2% 6%

9%

84%

Conversational Ai Technology
3%

8%

10%

79%

Voice Search Optimization
3%

11%

11%

75%

9%

74%

Skill/Action Functionality
13%

Daily News Podcasts
5%

12%

11%

72%

5%

16%

12%

67%

Category-Specific Content
5%

25%

11%

59%

2%

21%

57%

20%

Audio Mapping/Directions
6%

23%

15%

57%

22%

16%

56%

Other News Content
5%

18%

22%

55%

Don’t know

Audiobooks
5%

No change

Music

Decrease

Chat/Interview Podcasts

Increase

4%

Serialized Podcasts
17%

17%

17%

49%

Radio/Online Radio
How do you see the consumer demand for the
following types of audio content/technology
changing in the next 12 months?

6%

Sonic Branding

21%

28%

45%
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AUDIO

REUTERS AUDIO
Global collection of sound bites that tell a story
Add depth, dimension, and context to
your audio production with Reuters®
award-winning journalism
Historical collection of iconic sound bites
Archive spanning half a million clips from across the globe, dating back
to the early 1900s

Select daily global news and events coverage
Our audio collection gets updated daily with select news stories that come to life
through interview soundbites and natural sounds

Single source for all licensed audio content
Easy and intuitive access to the entire audio collection on the Reuters Connect platform

THE REAL WORLD IN REAL TIME™

Content and tools to support
your workﬂow
Unlimited access
Current news, and archive sound bites,
interviews and natural sounds
Additional supporting materials
Audio clips accompanied by scripts
and related images
Ideal for your audio workﬂow
Listen at various speeds, see the
waveform, and download in any
leading audio format

Voice assistants dominate agenda
Half of all respondents supply content to voice-assistant platforms, and over
a third (36%) provide content for digital media companies. The popularity
of voice-assistant content supply is not surprising. Juniper Research has
estimated that there will be 8 billion voice assistants being used globally in
2023, compared to 2.5 billion at the end of 2018.

In terms of content distribution channels, Google dominates the agenda, with
70% of respondents claiming to use Google (including Google Home), with
almost half (47%) using Amazon Alexa. Automobile manufacturers are used
by 1 in 10 respondents and so should not be a dismissed as a minor player
since voice-enabled tech allowing drivers to manage their travel route, adjust
the temperature or change the music is becoming more established.

70

Google/Google Home
47

Amazon Alexa
36

Spotify
23

Apple
21

Sound Cloud

15%

13
19%

Audible

14%

10
Other

20%

Car manufacturers

27%

Other broadcasters

IOT manufacturers/companies
Radio broadcasters

29%

Other tech companies

31%

Streaming services

36%

Social media companies

16
Digital media companies

Voice assistant platform

50%

Automobile manufacturers
4

Who tends to use the voice/audio tech content you produce? (Select all that apply)

PBS
3

Acast
13

Other audio/voice tech companies
Which of these distribution channels do you use for voice/audio tech content?
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Challenges and opportunities for the future

Data privacy continues
to be top of the agenda
for respondents.

Data privacy continues to be top of the agenda for respondents, with almost half of all respondents (49%) selecting
privacy and security as the top challenge for the future. In addition, 76% of respondents agree that “Privacy will
continue to be an issue for audio/voice tech companies.” Discoverability of content is the second highest challenge for
the audio/voice tech sector (48%), whilst monetizing audio/voice tech is still a challenge for the future among 45%
of respondents, with almost two-thirds (65%) agreeing that “monetizing audio/voice content is difficult.” Diversity of
voice was cited as the fourth major challenge/concerns for the future among 42% of respondents.

49

Privacy and security concerns
48

Discoverability of my content
45

Monetizing audio/voice tech
42

Diversity (gendering of AI, regional
access, impaired speech, etc.)

36

Effective measurement/lack of feedback data
36

Cost of producing/acquiring content
33

Complying to distribution platform rules
31

Improved personalization
31

Access to creative assets
26

Accessing global content in real-time
26

Lack of audience information
23

ROI and accountability
Speed required to produce and edit
global content before broadcast

22

What do you consider to be the main challenges/concerns for audio/voice tech sector in the next 2-3 years?

Reuters/Kacper Pempei
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Challenges and opportunities for the future, cont.
Looking at areas of future growth in the audio/voice sector, advanced
skills/actions is the top scoring attribute in terms of areas to watch in the
next two to three years among 67% of respondents, followed by the further
integration of voice technology into the home (62%). This is supported by
80% of respondents who agree that “smart/voice-connected homes will
become the norm.”

Natural language generation is the third trend to watch in the next
few years (54%), with over half of all respondents selecting increased
personalization, in fourth with 52%. Interestingly, personalized promotions
is the lowest scoring option, indicating that respondents see further
development opportunities for personalized content, but are more
skeptical about the future growth of highly targeted marketing messages
and special offers.

Voice powered actions is
the top-scoring attribute
to watch in the next two
to three years.

67

Advanced skills/actions
62

Smart/voice-connected homes
54

Natural language generation
52

Personalization
50

Voice assistants outside
the home/off-phone
Assisted living e.g. for
the elderly/special needs

50
50

Voice tech in the workplace
47

Healthcare personalization

47

Real-time translation
46

Voice recognition/biometrics
Which of the following
areas do you consider
to be the main growth
areas in the audio/voice
tech sector in the next 2-3
years? (Please select all
that apply)

Voice push notiﬁcations

30
30

Voice-ﬁrst banking
Personalized promotions

28
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Large untapped
opportunity for news
Eighty-four percent of respondents
agree that “news publishers could
do more to integrate developments
in audio/voice tech” and 72% agree
that “there is demand for a newsfocused voice interface that provides
as much detail as a webpage.”

85%

84%

80%

80%

Brands could beneﬁt
from interactions such
as events,travel, weather,
or news on voice assistants

News publishers could
do more to integrate
developments in
audio/voice tech

Publisher podcasts can
attract subscribers and
generate incremental revenue

Technology that reduces
contact is increasingly
important due to the pandemic

80%

72%

69%

68%

Smart/voice-connected
homes will become the norm

There is demand for a
news-focused voice interface
that provides as much
detail as a webpage

Voice tech can leverage
agility and optimization
across payment
processing value chain

Advances in audio/voice tech
will not make Touch redundant

To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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Reuters
Reuters, the world’s largest multimedia news provider, provides a market-leading service
designed specifically for the audio and voice sector. With Reuters Audio and Reuters Ready
Audio, customers have access to a global collection of rights-cleared real-time and archive
audio clips, as well as ready-to-publish audio stories. Reuters Audio is distinct in that all
real-time and archive content is available to users under a single subscription, as well as
the speed of delivery and support on offer. Both are available on Reuters Connect, the most
comprehensive digital platform powering the news ecosystem.

Modev

Modev curates and convenes communities at scale across multiple
technology verticals, including voice, mobile, cloud and ambient
computing. Modev also produces leading technology shows such
as VOICE Talks, VOICE Summit presented by Amazon Alexa, Google
Assistant Developer Day, and Spinnaker Summit presented by Netflix.

Contact us today newsagency@thomsonreuters.com
To learn more, visit reutersagency.com/audio
©2020 Thomson Reuters TR1202734/10-2020
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